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Let’s start with a little 
Universe History…



Big Bang



How???



"It's a very good idea, but can't we have something a little more 
'poetic‘ - like a flat earth resting on the back of a giant crocodile

floating in an infinite sea of mammoth milk?"





Greek overview 1000 BC



A view of the universe, circa pre-Aristotle
A 500 BC?Anaxagoras 500 BC?



A view of the universe, circa pre-Aristotle
E d 400 BC?Eudoxus 400 BC?



A View of the Universe circa 101AD*A View of the Universe circa 101AD*

*and circa 2009 AD 2009 AD in parts of KansasKansas, and LouisianaLouisiana…



A view of the universe, circa 100 AD
PtolemyPtolemy



A view of the universe, circa 1500 AD
CopernicusCopernicus



A view of the universe, circa 1580 AD
Tycho BraheTycho Brahe



Sadder still…
OFFICIALOFFICIAL poster released by IAU after Pluto got demotedOFFICIALOFFICIAL poster released by IAU after Pluto got demoted…



Herschel Galaxy circa 1785Herschel Galaxy – circa 1785

UsUs



KapteynKapteyn UniverseUniverseKapteynKapteyn UniverseUniverse

Us

6500 light years

30,000 light years



A view of the universe, circa 19251925
Hubble; MW is just ONE galaxy…

50,000 ly



A view of the GALAXY, circa 19501950

50,000 ly



A view of the GALAXY, circa 20042004

100,000 ly



Hubble Deep Field ViewHubble Deep Field View
An image of a small region in the 

ll i U M jconstellation Ursa Major. 
Constructed from 342 separate exposures 

t ti d b tover ten consecutive days between 
December 18 and December 28, 1995
It covers an area 2 4 arcminutes acrossIt covers an area 2.4 arcminutes across, 
one parts in 28 MILLION of the whole sky, 
equivalent in angular size to a tennis ball at q g
a distance of 100 meters. 



A boring little uneventful spot in the night skyA boring little uneventful spot in the night sky…



3500 Galaxies!!!3500 Galaxies!!!3500 Galaxies!!!3500 Galaxies!!!



10 days in September and 
October 1998

S th  D  Fi ldSouthern Deep Field



Then…Then…

Hubble’s Ultra Deep FieldUltra Deep Field
S t b 24 2003 th h J 16 2004September 24, 2003 through January 16, 2004



Image covers just 3 
square arcminutes.square arcminutes. 
(1.7”) 

1/10th the diameter of 
the full moon as 
viewed from Earth 
S ll th 1Smaller than a 1 mm x 
1 mm square of paper 
held 1 meter away y
Equal to roughly one 
thirteen-millionth of the 
t t l f th ktotal area of the sky.



What did they find?What did they find?

10,000 galaxies 10,000 galaxies 
and 18 “quasars” (AGNs)



4000 galaxies in this shot…

Galaxy!





IntroductionIntroduction
Western astronomy divides into 4 periodsWestern astronomy divides into 4 periods

Prehistoric (before 500 Prehistoric (before 500 B.C.B.C.))(( ))
Cyclical motions of Sun, Moon and stars observedCyclical motions of Sun, Moon and stars observed
Keeping time and determining directions developsKeeping time and determining directions develops

Classical (500Classical (500 B CB C toto A DA D 1400)1400)Classical (500 Classical (500 B.C.B.C. to to A.D.A.D. 1400)1400)
Measurements of the heavensMeasurements of the heavens
Geometry and models to explain motionsGeometry and models to explain motions

Renaissance (1400 to 1650)Renaissance (1400 to 1650)
Accumulation of data lead to better modelsAccumulation of data lead to better models
Technology (the telescope) enters pictureTechnology (the telescope) enters pictureTechnology (the telescope) enters pictureTechnology (the telescope) enters picture

Modern (1650 to present)Modern (1650 to present)
Physical laws and mathematical techniquesPhysical laws and mathematical techniques
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Technological advances accelerateTechnological advances accelerate



Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
IntroductionIntroduction

People of antiquity most likely beganPeople of antiquity most likely beganPeople of antiquity most likely began People of antiquity most likely began 
studying the heavens many thousands of studying the heavens many thousands of 
years ago.years ago.
Early astronomical observations certainly Early astronomical observations certainly 
revealed the obvious:revealed the obvious:

Rising of the Sun in the eastern sky and itsRising of the Sun in the eastern sky and itsRising of the Sun in the eastern sky and its Rising of the Sun in the eastern sky and its 
setting in the westsetting in the west
Changing appearance of the MoonChanging appearance of the Moon
EclipsesEclipses
Planets as a distinct class of objects different Planets as a distinct class of objects different 
from the starsfrom the stars
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from the stars from the stars 



Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
Introduction Introduction (continued)(continued)

Many astronomical phenomena are cyclicMany astronomical phenomena are cyclicMany astronomical phenomena are cyclic Many astronomical phenomena are cyclic 
on a dayon a day--toto--day and yearday and year--toto--year basis and year basis and 
consequently gave prehistoric people:consequently gave prehistoric people:

Methods for time keepingMethods for time keeping
Ability to predict and plan future eventsAbility to predict and plan future events
Incentive to build monumental structures suchIncentive to build monumental structures suchIncentive to build monumental structures such Incentive to build monumental structures such 
as Stonehengeas Stonehenge

Modern civilization no longer relies on Modern civilization no longer relies on 
di i l b i f idi i l b i f idirect astronomical observations for time direct astronomical observations for time 
keeping and planning.keeping and planning.
Studying the night sky provides link to pastStudying the night sky provides link to past
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Studying the night sky provides link to past.Studying the night sky provides link to past.



The Earth's rotation axis is tilted by 23.5° with respect to its orbit. The direction of the tilt 
remains the same as the Earth moves around the Sun. Thus for part of the year the Sun lies 
north of the celestial equator, whereas for another part it lies south of the celestial equator.

History of Astronomy Back



Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
ConstellationsConstellations

ConstellationsConstellations are fixed arrangements of are fixed arrangements of gg
stars that resemble animals, objects, and stars that resemble animals, objects, and 
mythological figuresmythological figures
Stars in a constellation are not physicallyStars in a constellation are not physicallyStars in a constellation are not physically Stars in a constellation are not physically 
relatedrelated
Positions of stars change very slowly; Positions of stars change very slowly; 

t ll ti ill l k th ft ll ti ill l k th fconstellations will look the same for constellations will look the same for 
thousands of yearsthousands of years
Origin of the ancient constellations is Origin of the ancient constellations is gg
unknown although they probably served as unknown although they probably served as 
mnemonic devices for tracking the seasons mnemonic devices for tracking the seasons 
and navigationand navigation
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and navigationand navigation



The two constellations Leo, (A), and Cygnus, (B), with figures sketched in to help you visualize 
the animals they represent. (Photo (A) from Roger Ressmeyer, digitally enhanced by Jon Alpert. y p ( ( ) g y g y y p

Photo (B) courtesy Eugene Lauria.)

History of Astronomy Back



Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
The SeasonsThe Seasons

The Earth is closest to the Sun in January, which is The Earth is closest to the Sun in January, which is 
winter in the northern hemispherewinter in the northern hemisphere
Therefore, the seasons cannot be caused by Sun’s Therefore, the seasons cannot be caused by Sun’s 
proximity to the Earthproximity to the Earthproximity to the Earthproximity to the Earth
The Earth’s The Earth’s rotation axisrotation axis is tilted 23.5is tilted 23.5º from a line from a line 
perpendicular to the Earth’s orbital planeperpendicular to the Earth’s orbital plane
The rotation axis of the Earth maintains nearlyThe rotation axis of the Earth maintains nearlyThe rotation axis of the Earth maintains nearly The rotation axis of the Earth maintains nearly 
exactly the same tilt and direction from year to yearexactly the same tilt and direction from year to year
The northern and southern hemispheres alternate The northern and southern hemispheres alternate 
receiving (on a yearly cycle) the majority of direct receiving (on a yearly cycle) the majority of direct 
light from the Sunlight from the Sun
This leads to the seasonsThis leads to the seasons
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Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
The Seasons The Seasons (continued)(continued)

The Ecliptic’s TiltThe Ecliptic’s TiltThe Ecliptic s TiltThe Ecliptic s Tilt
The tilt of the Earth’s rotation axis causes the The tilt of the Earth’s rotation axis causes the 
ecliptic not to be aligned with the celestial ecliptic not to be aligned with the celestial 
equatorequatorequatorequator
Sun is above celestial equator in June when the Sun is above celestial equator in June when the 
Northern Hemisphere is tipped toward the Sun, Northern Hemisphere is tipped toward the Sun, 

d i b l th t i D b hd i b l th t i D b hand is below the equator in December when and is below the equator in December when 
tipped awaytipped away
Tilting explains seasonal Tilting explains seasonal altitudealtitude of Sun at of Sun at g pg p
noon, highest in summer and lowest in winternoon, highest in summer and lowest in winter
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Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
The Seasons The Seasons (continued)(continued)

Solstices and EquinoxesSolstices and EquinoxesSolstices and EquinoxesSolstices and Equinoxes
The The solsticessolstices (about June 21 and December 21) (about June 21 and December 21) 
are when the Sun rises at the most extreme north are when the Sun rises at the most extreme north 
and south pointsand south pointsand south pointsand south points
The The equinoxesequinoxes (equal day and night and about (equal day and night and about 
March 21 and September March 21 and September 22) 22) are when the Sun are when the Sun 
i di tl ti di tl trises directly eastrises directly east

Ancients marked position of Sun rising and Ancients marked position of Sun rising and 
setting to determine the seasons (e.g., setting to determine the seasons (e.g., g ( g ,g ( g ,
Stonehenge)Stonehenge)
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Eratosthenes's calculation of the circumference of the Earth. The Sun is directly overhead on 
the summer solstice at Syene in southern Egypt On that same day Eratosthenes found the Sunthe summer solstice at Syene, in southern Egypt. On that same day, Eratosthenes found the Sun 
to be 7° from the vertical in Alexandria, in northern Egypt. Eratosthenes deduced that the angle 

between two verticals placed in northern and southern Egypt must be 7°.

History of Astronomy Back



Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
Planets and the ZodiacPlanets and the Zodiac

The planets (Greek for “wanderers”) do not follow the same The planets (Greek for “wanderers”) do not follow the same 
li b h i f th tli b h i f th tcyclic behavior of the starscyclic behavior of the stars

The planets move relative to the stars in a very narrow band The planets move relative to the stars in a very narrow band 
centered about the ecliptic and called the centered about the ecliptic and called the zodiaczodiac
Motion and location of the planets in the sky is a combination ofMotion and location of the planets in the sky is a combination ofMotion and location of the planets in the sky is a combination of Motion and location of the planets in the sky is a combination of 
all the planets’ orbits being nearly in the same plane and their all the planets’ orbits being nearly in the same plane and their 
relative speeds about  the Sunrelative speeds about  the Sun
Apparent motion of planets is usually from west to eastApparent motion of planets is usually from west to east relativerelativeApparent motion of planets is usually from west to east Apparent motion of planets is usually from west to east relative relative 
to the starsto the stars, although on a daily basis, the planets always rise , although on a daily basis, the planets always rise 
in the eastin the east
Occasionally, a planet will move from east to west relative to Occasionally, a planet will move from east to west relative to 
the stars; this is called the stars; this is called retrograde motionretrograde motion
Explaining retrograde motion was one of the main reasons Explaining retrograde motion was one of the main reasons 
astronomers ultimately rejected the idea of the Earth being astronomers ultimately rejected the idea of the Earth being 
located at the center of the solar systemlocated at the center of the solar system
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located at the center of the solar systemlocated at the center of the solar system



As Venus orbits the Sun, it undergoes a cycle of phases. The phase and its position with respect 
to Sun show conclusively that Venus cannot be orbiting the Earth. The gibbous phases Galileo 

b d f h h li i d l b h i h E h d P l iobserved occur for the heliocentric model but cannot happen in the Earth-centered Ptolemaic 
model.

History of Astronomy Back



Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
EclipsesEclipses

An An eclipseeclipse occurs when the Sun, Earth, and Moon occurs when the Sun, Earth, and Moon 
are directly in line with each otherare directly in line with each otherare directly in line with each otherare directly in line with each other
A A solar eclipsesolar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes occurs when the Moon passes 
between the Sun and Earth, with the Moon casting between the Sun and Earth, with the Moon casting 
its shadow on the Earth causing a midday sky toits shadow on the Earth causing a midday sky toits shadow on the Earth causing a midday sky to its shadow on the Earth causing a midday sky to 
become dark as night for a few minutesbecome dark as night for a few minutes
A A lunar eclipselunar eclipse occurs when the Earth passes occurs when the Earth passes 
between the Sun and Moon with the Earth castingbetween the Sun and Moon with the Earth castingbetween the Sun and Moon, with the Earth casting between the Sun and Moon, with the Earth casting 
its shadow on the Moon giving it to become dull its shadow on the Moon giving it to become dull 
red color or disappear for over one hourred color or disappear for over one hour
Eclipses do not occur every 30 days since theEclipses do not occur every 30 days since theEclipses do not occur every 30 days since the Eclipses do not occur every 30 days since the 
Moon’s orbit is tipped relative to the Earth’s orbitMoon’s orbit is tipped relative to the Earth’s orbit
The tipped orbit allows the shadow the Earth The tipped orbit allows the shadow the Earth 
(Moon) to miss the Moon (Earth)(Moon) to miss the Moon (Earth)
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(Moon) to miss the Moon (Earth)(Moon) to miss the Moon (Earth)



A solar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes between the Sun and the Earth so that the Moon's 
shadow strikes the Earth. The photo inset shows what the eclipse looks like from Earth. (Photo 

courtesy of Dennis di Cicco.)

History of Astronomy Back



Prehistoric AstronomyPrehistoric Astronomyyy
In summary, basis of prehistoric astronomy:In summary, basis of prehistoric astronomy:

Rising and setting of Sun, Moon, and starsRising and setting of Sun, Moon, and starsRising and setting of Sun, Moon, and starsRising and setting of Sun, Moon, and stars
ConstellationsConstellations
Annual motion of SunAnnual motion of Sun
Motion of planets through zodiacMotion of planets through zodiac
Phases of the MoonPhases of the Moon
EclipsesEclipses
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Early Ideas of the HeavensEarly Ideas of the Heavensyy
Ancient Greek AstronomersAncient Greek Astronomers

Through the use of models and observations,Through the use of models and observations,Through the use of models and observations, Through the use of models and observations, 
they were the first to use a careful and they were the first to use a careful and 
systematic manner to explain the workings of systematic manner to explain the workings of 
th hth hthe heavensthe heavens
Limited to nakedLimited to naked--eye observations, their idea eye observations, their idea 
of using logic and mathematics as tools forof using logic and mathematics as tools forof using logic and mathematics as tools for of using logic and mathematics as tools for 
investigating nature is still with us todayinvestigating nature is still with us today
Their investigative methodology is in many Their investigative methodology is in many g gy yg gy y
ways as important as the discoveries ways as important as the discoveries 
themselvesthemselves
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Early Ideas of the HeavensEarly Ideas of the Heavensyy
The Shape of the EarthThe Shape of the Earth

Pythagoras taught as early as 500Pythagoras taught as early as 500 B.C.B.C. thatthatPythagoras taught as early as 500 Pythagoras taught as early as 500 B.C.B.C. that that 
the Earth was round, based on the belief that the Earth was round, based on the belief that 
the sphere is the perfect shape used by the the sphere is the perfect shape used by the 

ddgodsgods
By 300 By 300 B.C.B.C., Aristotle presented naked, Aristotle presented naked--eye eye 
observations for the Earth’s spherical shape:observations for the Earth’s spherical shape:observations for the Earth s spherical shape:observations for the Earth s spherical shape:

Shape of Earth’s shadow on the Moon during an Shape of Earth’s shadow on the Moon during an 
eclipseeclipse
A traveler moving south will see stars previously A traveler moving south will see stars previously 
hidden by the southern horizonhidden by the southern horizon
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Early Ideas of the HeavensEarly Ideas of the Heavensyy
The Size of the EarthThe Size of the Earth

Eratosthenes (276Eratosthenes (276--195 195 B.C.B.C.) made the first ) made the first (( ))
measurement of the Earth’s sizemeasurement of the Earth’s size
He obtained a value of 25,000 miles for the He obtained a value of 25,000 miles for the 
i f l l t t d ’i f l l t t d ’circumference, a value very close to today’s circumference, a value very close to today’s 

valuevalue
His method entailed measuring the shadowHis method entailed measuring the shadowHis method entailed measuring the shadow His method entailed measuring the shadow 
length of a stick set vertically in the ground in length of a stick set vertically in the ground in 
the town of Alexandria on the summer the town of Alexandria on the summer 
solstice at noon, converting the shadow solstice at noon, converting the shadow 
length to an angle of solar light incidence, length to an angle of solar light incidence, 
and using the distance toand using the distance to SyeneSyene a towna town
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and using the distance to and using the distance to SyeneSyene, a town , a town 
where no shadow is cast at noon on the where no shadow is cast at noon on the 
summer solsticesummer solstice



Early Ideas of the HeavensEarly Ideas of the Heavensyy
Distance and Size of the Sun and MoonDistance and Size of the Sun and Moon

The sizes and distances of the Sun and Moon The sizes and distances of the Sun and Moon 
relativerelative to Earth were determined by Aristarchusto Earth were determined by Aristarchusrelativerelative to Earth were determined by Aristarchus to Earth were determined by Aristarchus 
about 75 years before Eratosthenes measured the about 75 years before Eratosthenes measured the 
Earth’s sizeEarth’s size
TheseThese relativerelative sizes were based on thesizes were based on the angularangularThese These relativerelative sizes were based on the sizes were based on the angular angular 
sizesize of objects and a simple geometry formula of objects and a simple geometry formula 
relating the object’s diameter, its angular size, and relating the object’s diameter, its angular size, and 
its distanceits distanceits distanceits distance
Aristarchus realizing the Sun was very large Aristarchus realizing the Sun was very large 
proposed the Sun as center of the Solar System, proposed the Sun as center of the Solar System, 
but the lack of but the lack of parallaxparallax argued against such a argued against such a pp g gg g
modelmodel
Once the actual size of the Earth was determined, Once the actual size of the Earth was determined, 
the the absoluteabsolute sizes and distances of the Sun and sizes and distances of the Sun and 
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Moon could be determinedMoon could be determined



Motion of the Earth around the Sun causes stellar parallax. Because the stars are so remote, 
this is too small to be seen by the naked eye. Thus the ancient Greeks incorrectly deduced that 

the Sun could not be the center of the Solar System.

History of Astronomy Back



A lunar eclipse occurs when the Earth passes between the Sun and Moon, causing the Earth's 
h d t f ll th M S li ht l k th h th E th' t h ti dshadow to fall on the Moon. Some sunlight leaks through the Earth's atmosphere casting a deep 

reddish light on the Moon. The photo inset shows what the eclipse looks like from Earth. (Photo 
courtesy of Dennis di Cicco.)

History of Astronomy Back



How Copernicus  calculated the distance to the planets. (A) When an inner planet appears in the 
sky at its farthest point from the Sun, the planet's angle on the sky away from the Sun, A, can be 
measured. You can see from the figure that at the same time angle B is 90°. The planet's distance 
from the Sun can then be calculated with geometry, if one knows the measured value of angle A 

and the fact that the Earth-Sun distance is 1 AU.
(B) Finding the distance to an outer planet requires determining how long it takes the planet to 
move from being opposite the Sun in the sky ( the planet rises at sunset) to when the Sun-Earth-
planet angle is 90° (the planet rises at noon or midnight). Knowing that time interval, one then 
calculates what fraction of their orbits the Earth and planet moved in that time. Multiplying 
those fractions by 360° gives the angles the planet and Earth moved. The difference between 

those angles gives angle B. Finally, using geometry and the value of angle B as just determined, 
the planet's distance from the Sun can be calculated.
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Early Ideas of the HeavensEarly Ideas of the Heavensyy
Ptolemy (about Ptolemy (about A.D.A.D. 150)150)

Ptolemy of Alexandria improved the geocentric Ptolemy of Alexandria improved the geocentric 
model by assuming each planet moved on a smallmodel by assuming each planet moved on a smallmodel by assuming each planet moved on a small model by assuming each planet moved on a small 
circle, which in turn had its center move on a circle, which in turn had its center move on a 
much larger circle centered on the Earthmuch larger circle centered on the Earth
The small circles were calledThe small circles were called epicyclesepicycles and wereand wereThe small circles were called The small circles were called epicyclesepicycles and were and were 
incorporated so as to explain retrograde motionincorporated so as to explain retrograde motion
Ptolemy’s model was able to predict planetary Ptolemy’s model was able to predict planetary 
motion with fair precisionmotion with fair precisionmotion with fair precisionmotion with fair precision
Discrepancies remained and this led to the Discrepancies remained and this led to the 
development of very complex Ptolemaic models development of very complex Ptolemaic models 
up until about the 1500sup until about the 1500sup until about the 1500sup until about the 1500s
Ultimately, all the geocentric models collapsed Ultimately, all the geocentric models collapsed 
under the weight of “Occam’s razor” and the under the weight of “Occam’s razor” and the 
heliocentric modelsheliocentric models prevailedprevailed
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heliocentric modelsheliocentric models prevailedprevailed



Early Ideas of the HeavensEarly Ideas of the Heavensyy
Islamic ContributionsIslamic Contributions

Relied in celestial phenomena to set its religious Relied in celestial phenomena to set its religious 
calendarcalendar
Created a large vocabulary still evident today Created a large vocabulary still evident today 
(e.g., zenith, Betelgeuse)(e.g., zenith, Betelgeuse)(e.g., zenith, Betelgeuse)(e.g., zenith, Betelgeuse)
Developed algebra and Arabic numeralsDeveloped algebra and Arabic numerals

Asian ContributionsAsian Contributions
Devised constellations based on Asian Devised constellations based on Asian 
mythologiesmythologies
Kept detailed records of unusual celestial eventsKept detailed records of unusual celestial eventsKept detailed records of unusual celestial events Kept detailed records of unusual celestial events 
(e.g., eclipses, comets, supernova, and sunspots)(e.g., eclipses, comets, supernova, and sunspots)
Eclipse predictionsEclipse predictions
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Astronomy in the RenaissanceAstronomy in the Renaissanceyy
Nicolaus Copernicus (1473Nicolaus Copernicus (1473--1543)1543)

Could not reconcile centuries of data with Could not reconcile centuries of data with 
Ptolemy’s geocentric modelPtolemy’s geocentric modelPtolemy s geocentric modelPtolemy s geocentric model
Consequently, Copernicus reconsidered Consequently, Copernicus reconsidered 
Aristarchus’s heliocentric model with the Sun at Aristarchus’s heliocentric model with the Sun at 
the center of the solar systemthe center of the solar systemthe center of the solar systemthe center of the solar system
Heliocentric modelsHeliocentric models explain retrograde motion explain retrograde motion 
as a natural consequence of two planets (one as a natural consequence of two planets (one 
being the Earth) passing each otherbeing the Earth) passing each otherbeing the Earth) passing each otherbeing the Earth) passing each other
Copernicus could also derive the relative Copernicus could also derive the relative 
distances of the planets from the Sundistances of the planets from the Sun
However problems remained:However problems remained:However, problems remained:However, problems remained:

Could not predict planet positions any more accurately Could not predict planet positions any more accurately 
than the model of Ptolemythan the model of Ptolemy
Could not explain lack of parallax motion of starsCould not explain lack of parallax motion of stars
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Could not explain lack of parallax motion of starsCould not explain lack of parallax motion of stars
Conflicted with Aristotelian “common sense”Conflicted with Aristotelian “common sense”



Astronomy in the RenaissanceAstronomy in the Renaissanceyy
TychoTycho Brahe (1546Brahe (1546--1601)1601)

MoronMoronMoronMoron
Designed Designed and built instruments of far and built instruments of far 
greater accuracy than any yet devisedgreater accuracy than any yet devised
Made meticulous measurements of the Made meticulous measurements of the 
planetsplanets
M d b ti ( d t)M d b ti ( d t)Made observations (supernova and comet) Made observations (supernova and comet) 
that suggested that the heavens were both that suggested that the heavens were both 
changeable and more complex thanchangeable and more complex thanchangeable and more complex than changeable and more complex than 
previously believedpreviously believed
Proposed compromise geocentric modelProposed compromise geocentric model
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Astronomy in the RenaissanceAstronomy in the Renaissanceyy
Johannes Kepler (1571Johannes Kepler (1571--1630)1630)

Upon Upon Tycho’sTycho’s death, his data death, his data was stolen by Kepler.was stolen by Kepler.
U i th i M d t K l h dU i th i M d t K l h dUsing the very precise Mars data, Kepler showed Using the very precise Mars data, Kepler showed 
the orbit to be an the orbit to be an ellipseellipse
Kepler’s Three LawsKepler’s Three Laws::

I.I. Planets move in elliptical orbits with the Sun at one Planets move in elliptical orbits with the Sun at one focusfocus
of the ellipseof the ellipse

II.II. The orbital speed of a planet varies so that a line joining The orbital speed of a planet varies so that a line joining 
the Sun and the planet will sweep out equal areas in equalthe Sun and the planet will sweep out equal areas in equalthe Sun and the planet will sweep out equal areas in equal the Sun and the planet will sweep out equal areas in equal 
time intervalstime intervals

III.III. The amount of time a planet takes to orbit the Sun is The amount of time a planet takes to orbit the Sun is 
related to its orbit’s size, such that the period, related to its orbit’s size, such that the period, T, T, squared squared 
is proportional tois proportional to the average radius Rthe average radius R cubed:cubed:is proportional to is proportional to the average radius, R, the average radius, R, cubed:cubed:

TT22 = = RR33

where where T T is measured in years and is measured in years and R R is measured in AUis measured in AU
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Astronomy in the RenaissanceAstronomy in the Renaissanceyy
Johannes Kepler Johannes Kepler (continued)(continued)

Consequences of Kepler’s laws:Consequences of Kepler’s laws:Consequences of Kepler s laws:Consequences of Kepler s laws:
Second law implies that the closer a planet is to Second law implies that the closer a planet is to 
the Sun, the faster it movesthe Sun, the faster it moves
Thi d l i li th t l t ith lThi d l i li th t l t ith lThird law implies that a planet with a larger Third law implies that a planet with a larger 
average distance from the Sun, which is the average distance from the Sun, which is the 
semimajor axis distance, will take longer to semimajor axis distance, will take longer to 
i l th Si l th Scircle the Suncircle the Sun

Third law hints at the nature of the force holding Third law hints at the nature of the force holding 
the planets in orbitthe planets in orbitpp
Third law can be used to determine the Third law can be used to determine the 
semimajor axis, a, if the period, P, is known, a semimajor axis, a, if the period, P, is known, a 
measurement that is not difficult to makemeasurement that is not difficult to make
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(A) Drawing an ellipse. (B) The Sun lies at one focus of the ellipse.
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Kepler's three laws. (A) A planet moves in an elliptical orbit with the Sun at one focus. (B) A 
l t th t li f it t th S t l i l ti Th thplanet moves so that a line from it to the Sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times. Thus the 

planet moves fastest when nearest the Sun. (C) The square of a planet's orbital period (in years) 
equals the cube of the semimajor axis of its orbit (in AU), the planet's distance from the Sun if 

the orbit is a circle.
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Astronomy in the RenaissanceAstronomy in the Renaissanceyy
Galileo (1564Galileo (1564--1642)1642)

Contemporary of KeplerContemporary of Keplerp y pp y p
First person to use the telescope to study First person to use the telescope to study 
the heavens and offer interpretationsthe heavens and offer interpretations

The Moon’s surface has features similar to thatThe Moon’s surface has features similar to thatThe Moon s surface has features similar to that The Moon s surface has features similar to that 
of the Earth of the Earth ⇒ The Moon is a ball of rockThe Moon is a ball of rock
The Sun has spots The Sun has spots ⇒ The Sun is not perfect, The Sun is not perfect, 
changes its appearance and rotateschanges its appearance and rotateschanges its appearance, and rotateschanges its appearance, and rotates
Jupiter has four objects orbiting it Jupiter has four objects orbiting it ⇒ The objects The objects 
are moons and they are not circling Earthare moons and they are not circling Earth
Milky Way is populated by uncountable numberMilky Way is populated by uncountable numberMilky Way is populated by uncountable number Milky Way is populated by uncountable number 
of stars of stars ⇒ EarthEarth--centered universe is too simplecentered universe is too simple
Venus undergoes full phase cycle Venus undergoes full phase cycle ⇒ Venus Venus 
must circle Sunmust circle Sun
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Astronomy in the RenaissanceAstronomy in the Renaissanceyy
Galileo Galileo (continued)(continued)

Credited with originating the experimentalCredited with originating the experimentalCredited with originating the experimental Credited with originating the experimental 
method for studying scientific problemsmethod for studying scientific problems
Deduced the first correct “laws of motion”Deduced the first correct “laws of motion”
Was brought before the Inquisition and put Was brought before the Inquisition and put 
under house arrest for the remainder of his under house arrest for the remainder of his 
lifelifelifelife
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Isaac Newton & Birth of AstrophysicsIsaac Newton & Birth of Astrophysicsyy
Isaac Newton (1642Isaac Newton (1642--1727) was born the 1727) was born the 
year Galileo diedyear Galileo diedyy
He made major advances in mathematics, He made major advances in mathematics, 
physics, and astronomyphysics, and astronomy
He pioneered the modern studies of He pioneered the modern studies of 
motion, optics, and gravity and discovered motion, optics, and gravity and discovered 
th th ti l th d f l lth th ti l th d f l lthe mathematical methods of calculusthe mathematical methods of calculus
It was not until the 20It was not until the 20thth century that century that 
Newton’s laws of motion and gravity wereNewton’s laws of motion and gravity wereNewton s laws of motion and gravity were Newton s laws of motion and gravity were 
modified by the theories of relativitymodified by the theories of relativity
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The Growth of AstrophysicsThe Growth of Astrophysicsp yp y
New DiscoveriesNew Discoveries

In 1781, Sir William Herschel discoveredIn 1781, Sir William Herschel discoveredIn 1781, Sir William Herschel discovered In 1781, Sir William Herschel discovered 
Uranus; he also discovered that stars can Uranus; he also discovered that stars can 
have companionshave companions
Irregularities in Uranus’s orbit together with Irregularities in Uranus’s orbit together with 
law of gravity leads to discovery of Neptunelaw of gravity leads to discovery of Neptune

New TechnologiesNew TechnologiesNew TechnologiesNew Technologies
Improved optics lead to bigger telescopes Improved optics lead to bigger telescopes 
and the discovery of nebulas and galaxiesand the discovery of nebulas and galaxiesand the discovery of nebulas and galaxiesand the discovery of nebulas and galaxies
Photography allowed the detection of very Photography allowed the detection of very 
faint objectsfaint objects
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Stonehenge, a stone monument built by the ancient Britons on Salisbury Plain, England. Its 
orientation marks the seasonal rising and setting points of the Sun (Courtesy Tony Stone/Roborientation marks the seasonal rising and setting points of the Sun. (Courtesy Tony Stone/Rob 

Talbot.)
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The direction of the rising and setting Sun changes throughout the year. At the equinoxes the 
rising and setting points are due east and west. The sunrise direction shifts slowly northeast 

from March to the summer solstice whereupon it shifts back reaching due east at the autumnfrom March to the summer solstice, whereupon it shifts back, reaching due east at the autumn 
equinox. The sunrise direction continues moving southeast until the winter solstice. The sunset 
point similarly shifts north and south. Sunrise on the summer solstice at Stonehenge. (Courtesy 

English Heritage.)
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(A) During a lunar eclipse, we see that the Earth's shadow on the Moon is curved. Thus the 
Earth must be round. (B) As a traveler moves from north to south on the Earth, the stars that 

are visible change Some disappear below the northern horizon whereas others previouslyare visible change. Some disappear below the northern horizon, whereas others, previously 
hidden, become visible above the southern horizon. This variation would not occur on a flat 

Earth.
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Aristarchus used the size of the Earth's shadow on the Moon during a lunar eclipse to estimate 
the relative size of the Earth and Moonthe relative size of the Earth and Moon.
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How to determine linear size from angular size.
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Aristarchus estimated the relative distance of the Sun and Moon by observing the angle A 
between the Sun and the Moon when the the Moon is exactly half lit. Angle B must be 90° for 

the Moon to be half lit. Knowing the Angle A, he could then set the scale of the triangle and thus 
the relative lengths of the sides.the relative lengths of the sides.
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